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Abstract 

OCCAM is a program which organizes memories of CvenB and learns by 
creating generalizations describing the reasons for the oumomes of the 
event% OCCAM integrates two sources of information when forming a 
ge”eBJiZatioIl: 

l Correlational information which meals perceived regularities in 
We”% 

l Prior causal theories which explain regularities in eyents 

The former has been extensively studied in machine learning. Recently, 
there has been interest in explanation-based learning in which the latter 
source of information is utilized. In CXCAM, prior causal theories am 
preferred to correlational information when forming generalizations. This 
strategy is supported by P number of empirical investigations. 
Generalization rules are used to suggest causal and intendanal relational 
relationships. In familiar domains, these nlaticmships are confiid or 
denied by prior causal theories which differentiate the relevant and 
irrelevant features. In unfamiliar domains. lbe poslulated causal and 
intentional relationships serve as a basis fm the ccmsrmction of causal 
theories. 

Introduction 

When learning the cause of a particular event, a puson can utilize two 
sources of information. First, a person may detect a similarity between *e 
event and previous evems noticing that wheneve, C wws, R also occurs. 
After noticing such a correlation, a pnon might induce rhat C causes R. 
Secondly, a person may use his prior causal theories. 

In machine learning. the correlational tkhniquu have been extensively 
sludkd (e.g. 14. 12.23, lg. 321). More recently, there has been interest in 
explanation-based learning [9,X?. 24.25,28] in which prior knowledge 
used m undentand an example guides tie generalization pmess [31]. For 
example. the fmt time a merchant asks the customer if he wants the carbon 
paper from a credit card purchase, Ihe customer may wonder why the 
merchant is doing this. A clever puson might be able to deduce fhat by 
taking the carbon papr, he can pnvem a thief from retrieving carbon 
Paper from the merchant’s garbage. Since the carbon paper conrains his 
credit card number, the thief can make mail and phone pm-chases with the 
credit card number. Since this is a somewhat complicated inference. it 
would be advantageous to remember it, rather than rederive it the next time 
it is needed. 

The topic of this paper is how rhese two sources of information, 
correlation of feature over a numbex of examples. and prior causal theories 
Can he combined. There are a number of possibilities: 

l Correlational information is used exclusively. 
l Correlational information is preferred to prior causal theories. 
l Prior causal theories are preferred to cmmlational blfomlation. 
l Prior causal theories are used exclusively. 

In the remainder of this paper, we first discuss some examples of learning 
Programs. Next, we review a number of experiments which assess how 
COrrelational information is combined with prior causal knowledge. Finally, 
We presenr an overview of our theory as implemented in OCCAM, a 

program under development at UCLA which integrates ccxmlational and 
explanation-based learning. 

Related Work 

Correlational Learning 
In his section, we discusf IPP [IS] a program which uses comlmionaI 

information exclusively. IPP was selected to ucmplify conelationril 
leaning because a recent extension [ZOI also adds explanation-based 
capabilities. IPP is P pmgram that reads, mmembm. and makes 
genemJizadom from newspapr stories about intmmtional terrorism. 

IPP starts wilh a set of MOPS [30] which desaik general situations such 
as extortion. After adding examples of emm to iu memory. it creates 
mom specialized MOB (spcc-MOPS). Spe-MOPS are cmaed by no!icing 
the common feamres of a number of examples. Not all features of a 
generalization are treated equally. Some features an p&&&; their 
presence allows IPP to infer the othu features if they am na present Tlx 
predictive features am those dmt am unique to dmt gmaalization.,co~ 
feamres that appear in a large mlmbu Of genemlbations am non-medl 
IPP keeps uack of the number of times a feature is included in 
genemlirations. The idea is that dm pmdictivc features are likely to be 
causes Of Ihe wn-pn?dictive fature& 

Since IPP makea no attempt to explain its gcnemlizations. it may include 
Mlevam information which is coincidentally true in a genaalkation A 
mechanism to identify and correct umneous gmeraIizadom when timher 
examples am added to memory was bxluded in IPP. This mechanism was 
later extended in UNIMEM, the gaeralizaticm and memory compmem of 
IPP u91. 

Explanation-based Learning 
GENFXS 051 is an example of a system which exclusively uses its prior 

causal rhmries in generalization. G!ZNESIS accepts English language input 
of stories and produces a concepmal represmtaticm of tie story. ‘Iix 
conceptual mpresenwion caains a jusdtiiadon for the outcome of the 
story and the actions of the actors in terms of causal and buemional 
relationships. If an actor achieves a goal in a novel manner, the explanation 
for how the goal was achieved is generalized into a schema which can be 
used for undexstanding fume events. llds gmeraiirationprcwr notes 
which pm of the concepnral mpmseatation are nefessary for establishing 
the cau?.al and in)eaional relationships. Par example. consider how 
GENESIS learns about kidnapping. Part of this process is determining why 
the ransom is paid Given only one exampk of a kidnapping in which a 
father pays the ransom for his daughter who is wearing blue jeans, 
GENESIS incm-pwatcs this fact into its schema: there must be a positive 
intupemonal theme [lOI between the victim and the person who pays the 
ransom. This generalization is possible from just one example became the 
inference that explains why ti mnsom is paid comains dm pmcomiition 
that there be a positive imwpersonal theme. In amast a correlational 
learner might have to see anotbm kidnapping where the vicdm was not 
wearing blue jeans to devrminc that cloddng is not rekvam in kidnapping. 
Similarly, a correlational leamer might have to see many examples kfom 
the father-daughter relationship could be generalized to any positive 
interpenonal theme. 
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At fmf explanation-based learning Maya seem confusing. After ail, isn’t 
it just leaning what is ~lteady Imown? For example, the schemata which 
GFNESIS umsuuct~ encodes the Same information which is in the 
inference rules used to uttderstard the story. However, explattatiott-based 
learning serves an impatam role. IJndeIstandittg utivg ir4ferettce rules CM 
be combinatotially explosive. Consider understanding the following story 
if them were no kidnapping scbemx 

The remage girl who wav abducted on kr way to school hfonday 
morning was releaved today after krfarkr left $SO*xM in a trash CM 
in n men’s room 01 tk bus station. 

If them were no kidnapping schema, a very complex chain of inference is 
necessary to determine why dte father put money k a @ash cat and why the 
teenage girl was released. In cotttrast, tmdetaanding this story with a 
kid.uappiog schema is simplkr since the kidnappin% schuna mcmds the 
infereuces ncces~~ty to understand the relationship between the kidnapPar’s 
goal of possessing money and the father’s goal of preserving the health of 
his child Explanation-based learning produces gettemlkations which 
simplify understanding by storing the novel kteraction between a mtmba 
of inference rules. In dtir tespect, ti goals (but not Ihe mechanism) of 
explanation-based learning ate similar to those of lnowkdge compilation 
[l] and chunkkg [l7]. 

Of course, in some domains an underst~ndet might not have enough 
knowledge to prcduce a detaikd causal and imemional justification for an 
example. In such cases, explanation-based learning is not applicable and an 
undentander might have to rely solely on correlatiott~l techniques. 

UNIMEM 
UNIMEM I201 is an extension to tPP which integrates cotrelational and 

explanation-based learning. UNIMEM operates b? applying uplanation- 
based learning techniques to cmt’eIational gwwaIizatiom radter dtan 
kstattces. Hence, UNKMEM prefer. cmxlaticm information to prior causal 
theories. UNIMEM fat builds S gettemlkatiott and idemifms the 
predictive and non-predictive featums. Then. it treats the ptedictive 
features at potential causes sod the non-predictive features as potential 
restdu. Baokward-chaking pmduction ruks mpt’esentittg domain 
knowledge we utilized to produce an explanation of how the ptedkdve 
features cause the non-predktive. If no explanatiott is found for a non- 
Predictive feature it is considemd a cokcidencc and dropped from the 
gctterallation. There am two possible reawm that a predictive fezme 
might ttot be used to explain tmwpredktive features ddw it is irmlevant 
to thegenemlizStion (aad should be dropped from the generalization) or the~ 
feature may in fact appear to he cause (i.e., predictive) due m a small 
number of examples but in fact be a result. To test dte later cas% UNlMEM 
uies to explain this potential result in terms of the vaified predktive 
feamres. 

The mtional behind using cotrekticmal techniques to discover potemial 
causal mIatiottships which are then coofumed ot dmtied by domain 
knowkdge is to ccmtml the explatmti~ ptocess. It could be elpnsive or 
impmctical to use bntte force techttiiues to podwe an explanaticm. Since 
the predictive features am likely to be causes. UNIMEM’r uplanadon 
process is more focused. However, sbtca UNIMBM keeps track of dte 
predictability of individual features mdter than combinations of features it 
catt miss Smne causal relationships. This occurs when no one feature is 
Pmdktive of anodter but P ccetjuttctiott of features is. For example. k 
kidnapping when the ransom is demattded hum a rich pusott who has P 
PoDhive interpetsoral rektiottship with dte hostage one could wet that 
the mtwm would be paid. Of comae, if the tawam wae demanded from a 
pm relative or rich stanper, the predictiot~ should not be made. 

Experimental Data 

How do people combine cmrelatiottal information with prior causal 
theories? Them have beat a number of expeziments in s&al psychology 
which S~SWJ the ability to leam causal &&mSbii. Some of theSe me 
motivated by KeIley’s attribution dteay ~15.141. Kelley proposed that the 
average person makes causal inferences in a manner analogous to a trained 
xkntist. Kelley’s covariatlon principle is simiiar to Lebawitz’s notion of 
pmdictabiliw*: 

Tk covarhxion principle is based on rk assumpdon that effecls covary 
over time wirh tkir ewes. Tk “with” in dds statemenf conceals tk 
imporranr and little-studied problem of rk CUIC~ 1empOrni relorio~~ 
between catue and flea. Tk effect must MI, of course. precede a 
jxssible caue... [Ilpuge 71 

Hnwever, this view is not without criticism: 

There ir M awmption a.v criticof IO contemporary mtribdon themy 
(0, IO any lkemy #ha, (L(swNs the layperson’s general adeqluxy a? M 
inwirive denti**) as he a.r*ump*ion lhal people can derecr cov*ion 
among events, estimate irs magniuddefiom sonu sarisfacrory mTm;;;$ 
draw oppropriiav inferences barrd on such estimo:es. 
mmmdng evidence rhm people LYC e.rtremely poor (I, performing such 
co”ariadon arScSsme”l !a& In pardcldw. il appears lhat (I prion’ 
rkories or expecmdons may be more importam to tk perception 4 
covarimion than are tk actw,,y observed dam corlfguradons. That is. 
iftk layperson ha a plausible rkory that predicts covariad~n between 
two events. rkn (1 subsmndhl degree of cowriaion will be perceived. 
even if it is present only to o very slight degree or even if it is totoNy 
absent. Conversely. even poweq%d empirical relationships are apt not 
IO be derecred or to be radic,dly underestimmed V lk kzyperson is not 
led to expect such n covariadon. [26 page IO] 

Some work in developtnemal psychology is also relevant to determining 
how prior cauSal the&es ate used. In particular, Since younger chiidteu 
have less knowledge about tie world, they am less likely to have prior 
causal dteorks. 

Perceiving Causality 
One of dx eartiest kqubies into causality will conducted by Michotm 

[21]. He conducted a series of experbnettu to determine when people 
perceive causality. In one experiment, subjects observed images of discs 
moving on a screen. When the image of one disc bumped a stationaty disc 
and the Stationary disc immediately b-an to move, subjecu would State 
that the bumping caused the stationary disc to move. Michotte called dtis 
the Launching Effect. 

However, if the stationaty disc starts moving one fifth of a second after it 
is bumped, subjects DO longer indicate dtat the bumping caused the motion. 
Hexe we have an example of a perfect cotrektion in which people do not 
perceive causality. From this upaimett~ it is cleat that cwrelation alone is 
not enough to induce causality. A similar finding was reported by Bullock 
[Sl. Chiidmn as young as five will not mport causality if them is a spatial 

septimtion between the potential cause of motion and the paential result. 

Illttsory Correlation 
Chapman ami Chapman perfamed 8 series of tests to determine why 

practicing clinical psychologists believe that certain tests with no empit+& 
validity am reliable predictors of petsottality t&s. For example, in one 
study l61, clinical psychologists were asked atat dteit experience with the 
Draw-a-Puson Test (DAP). In this test, a padem draws a picture of a 
person which is analyzed by the psychologist. Although the test has 
repeatedly tern proved to have no diagnostic value, 80% of the 
psychologists m&wed that men wonkd about tbeit matdkess draw a 
person with bmad shouldus and 82% stated that persons wortied about 
theit intelligence dmw au enkrged head. In the second experiment in tiis 
study, the Chapmans asked subjsu (college undergmduates) to look at 45 
DAP tea paired widt the personality twit of the person who (supposedly) 
draw them. The subjects were asked to judge what sort of picture a perron 
with cextain pcrs~naIily uSitS did draw. Although the Chapmans paired & 
pictures widt traits so that there would be no cotrelation, 76% of the 
subjects rediscovered the btvatid diagnostic sign that men worried about 
theit mmliness were likely to draw P puson with bmad shoulders and U% 
stated that pwsotts worried about their intelligence dtew an enlarged head 
fn the next expKimetU dte Chapmans asked attodtet set of subjece about 
the Skength of the tendency for a pusonality trait to clll to mind a body 
patt. For exam@, subjew tepcrted a strong assocktion between shoulders 
and mtinIkess, but a weak association between errs and manliness. For 
four of the six personality wits studied, the body part which was dte 
suottgest asscckte wai the one mast commonly reported as having 
diagnostic value by clinical psychologists and subjects. In a final 
expwbnent subjects were presented DAF Tests which were negatively 
COmkted with theit strong associates. In dtis study, subjects still found a 
cormktion between ptsomlity traits and their strong associates but to B 
kSSer degree (e.g.. 50% rather dtan 76% repated that broad shoulders was 
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a sign of worrying about manliness). The Chapman* labeled (his 
pheeomeeon “UIusory com&tio”“. 

A simikr finding was found for pmtiusiar Romchech cards which have 
no validity 171. These experiments clearly demonsuete that coverktion may 
be noticed when it is not ectuelly present if there is a meson to suspect 
cova.riation Convemely, acmal mvm’ktion may go uedetected if ir 
unexpected Due to the phenomenon of illusory comktion. Kelley has 
q”aUtied the covariation principle to apply to pemeived rather *an actual 
COVtiZiOlI. 

Developmental Differences 
Ausubel and SchiiT [31 acked kkderganen, third and sixth grade studems 

to learn to predict which side of a teaera%ter would fall when the corra 
side was indicated by a relevant feature (length) or an irreIevam feetum 
(color). mey found that the kinderganen children learned to predict on the 
basis of relevem or irrelevant feemms a the same rate. However, the older 
children required one ddrd the number of trials to pmdict on Ihe basis of a 
relevam feature than an irrelevmr one. 

family member of the victim? family peys the ransom to achieve the goal 
of pmerv~g the victim’s he&h). Further examples create e spxieUxadon 
of this gewaliwion which represents an b&mm flaw in kidneppkg: the 
victim can testify against tie kidnapper. since the kidneppu can be seen by 
the vi&n. After some more exampks. a similarity is notied abat the 
kidnapping of blond infants. This @&lence starts au explanation process 
which explains the choke of victim to avoid P possible goal faikre, since 
infaets cannot testify. Because dm heir color of do victim was not needed 
10 explain the choke of vktim, it is not included k the gmerelkation. 
Since then is P lot of brkgmund knowledge. OCCAM can “se 
explanation-based techniques k this domain. Some of the knowledge of 
family relationships (e.g., parents have P goal of preserving the health of 
thei childrm) wps kerned using cormktional techniques. 

In another domain, OCCAM starts with no bsckgmund knowledge end is 
prmmted with dem fmm P protocol of a 4-year old child trying 10 figure out 
why she cm inflate some balkous hut not others. Skce there ere no prior 
causel theories in this don&, OCCAM uses cormktion techniqw to build 
a causal theory. 

Resumedly, the older children had e prior causal theory which facilitated 
thei learning: P tetter-totmr fells on Ihe heavier side and Ihc longer side is 
likely !n be the heavier side. The younger children had to rely solely on 
correlation. Their performance on kerning in the relevant and irrekwm 
conditions were compareble to the older childree in the irrelevam condition. 

Generalization in OCCAM 
In this section we presml the genaaliratim strategy us4 by CXCAM. 

When a new event is added to memory the following gmemlkation process occuIs: 

Correlation in Animals 
In classical conditioning, it is claimed rhat mimals make “se of 

correlations between any comiitioeed stimulus end an uncondhioued 
sdmul”s. However, Gercia and his coworkers (111 have siiowe dmr them 
are limits Io what rats wiU accept as an ueconditio&d stimulus. In this 
experiment Garcia paired fwo different conditioned stimuli (size of food 
pellet and flavor of food pellet) whh two different unconditimed stimuli 
(immedkte pain via electric shock, delayed illness by exposure to x-ray). 
The rats were ebb to make an associatioe between flavor and delayed 
iIke% but nor between size and delayed illness. Additionally. the rats 
learned the association between size and immediate pain, but not between 
flavor and immediate pain. 

While it may not be a causal rhemy in the strongest sense, it does appear 
that rats have an innate mechanism tu relate illness to the flavor of fmd: 

Sinceflavor is closely relared IO ckmical composition. nawai sehcrion 
wovldfawr arsociarive mechaismr relodngflavor IO rk afllrcs~ls of 
ingesrion. [II page 7951 

Analysis 
There is considerable evidence that in people, prior causal theories are 

prefemd to correlational information. Why should this be so? Should we 
design computer learning programs lo da tie same? There em a number of 
advantages to preferring causal theories: 

. As demonstrated by Ausubel end Schiff, prior knowledge CM facilitete 
dm kerning prccess. Fewer examples ere necessary m arrive a the 
correct generalization. 

l Detecting correlation among many events with a large set of feamres 
places gmat &mends on memory. Many previous examples mu61 be 
recalled and compared in correlational learning. Bxpkieing an 
example with prior causal theories is less &mending. 

Of course, carrelational information is quite importem in an unfamiliar 
domain. The ideal combkarion would be to “se prior causal theories when 
possible, but to “se correlation information to learn the causal theories in an 
unfamiliar domain. This is Ihc stretegy used by OCCAM. 

OCCAM 

OCCAM is a program which meimeins a memory of events in several 
domeins. As new events are added to memory. generalizedons are created 
whkh describe and explain similarities and differences between events. 
This paper focuses on the gmerdization prccess. Details of the memory 
organhetioe em found in (271. 

1. Find the mast specifk genaaUltloo applicable 
to the new event 

Z Recall previous events which are similar to the 
oew event 

Individual events in OCCAM’r memory am orgardzed by genemlkatiom. 
An individual event is indexed by its features whkh differ from the norm of 
the gWmlization (161. Events simikr to the new event may be found by 
foIlowing indices indicated by the features of the nm event After simikr 
eV8eU are found a decision must be made to determine iftheneweventmd 
Other similar events are watb generaIking. DaIong (91 gives a number of 
Criteria 10 delmnine if a single event is wmh gmeralkkg (e.g.. Dm the 
evenl achieve a goal k e novel memer)...To his list we add an evenrshovld 
be generalized ifo sindkv evem hat ken seen before, ll~ idea hem is that 
if two similar evens have been seen. it is possible that mare similar events 
will occur in the future. It is advantageous 10 creete a gaeralizadon to 
facilitate understanding of future evems. If the new evenf is not 
gmemlbed. it is indexed under Ihc mat speifm gmemUxadon found in 
Step I. Odmnvise, gmaalization is attempte&‘* 

3. Postukte en expkuetiw for the simikritia 
among the events. 

Genemlixadon rules postukte causal a intentional mktionships. 
Typically P gene&&e rule suggests P causal exoknedon for a ccmraral 
rektionshi~. For exampk, Ihe simplest g~iza!iOe rule is “If an aClion 
always precedes P stete, postukte rhe ectioil causes dm state”. 
Generalization ruks serve dm same purpose mat predicmbiliry serves in 
IJNIMEM: to focus the explanation prows. However, th experimental 
evidence reviewed earlier seems to cast doubt on the asserd~n that people 
“se predictability as the sole kdkator of causality. kstead OCCAM uses 
mks which foeus on answering two important questions: 

l Why do people do the things they do? 
l what caused the 0”tccme to cccur? 

If a pctemkl explanadon (in terms of human motivation or physical 
cau*aJity) for the similarity among a numbcr of eveets is found, the next 
step is to verify the explanation: 

4. Pastukted causal and intentional apkantions are 
confirmed or denkd using prior causal theories. 

If prior causal thwries cc&ii ti explanedoe, a new genemliaticm is 
created This type of generelkation is celled an exulanamrv ememlization. 
As in explanation-based l-kg. the features of the m?w gmualbation ace 
those which are necessary to establish the causal mktionship. llm r&vent 
features depend on the prior causal theories. For example, some person’s 
causal theories could explain the high crime rate in certek areas due to the 

In one domain, OCCAM stem wilh general knowledge about coercion 
and family relationships. After some examples. it creates a genereliiadon 
which describes a kind of kidnapping (along with the explanation that a 
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racial make-up of the area. Other’s causal theorks will place the bkme on 
Ihc high ummploymem in the area. 

We disringuish awher kind of gaendiwiom a tentative pmaalization. 
A tentative gcMalirnrian k oae whine causal 
g eaw&akn rules but not mnfinmd 

rek=@is w.sed by 
by prior causal theories. In P 

tentative genera&don. the relpriarrhips pastulated by dm genemlkadoe 
ruks em assumed to hold until they are cmtradkted by later exampks. The 
verltii of a tentative gmeralkation cows after Step 1. 

IS If the mart speelllc generalizntkn is 
tentative, compare the new event to the 
prediction made by the genanlkatlon. 

?hc primary diE.%encc between a tentative generalkation and an 
explanatory genereliadon is how they are treated when a new event 
coiluedicIs the gaeralkelion. In this case, a tentative galeml&kn will k 
abandoned However, if p11 expkmtory geeualkation is conuadicted an 
attempt will be made to explain why the new event differs from previous 
events. Par example. OCCAM consauca a explanatory gmealization 
which states that k kidnapping the kidnappa rekaes the vkdm to keep his 
endoftbetmdedemmdedkchermsomnote. Afterthisgaemliz.ationis 
made+ it is pmsenti with en kidnapping example in which the victim is 
mu&red. Rather &an abbpndoning the prrvious gmeralizatke h fti an 
explanation for murde&ug the vkdnx to prevem the vkdm horn testifying 
against the kidnsppr. In contrast, consider what happens if a teeter& 
gmerelkadon wem built by wrrek!ional means describing the release of 
the hostege: if a hostage were killed k a kter kidnapping, the tenta& 
generalization would be con- and abandoned. The perseverewe of 
explained genemlizations is supparted by a study by Anderson et al. [2] k 
which subjceu who wem mquated to explpin e rekiicmship showed P 
*mr degree of persew?ancx after sdditialel kformadon than dmse who 
welt not requested. 

Lpnrinlhkpapr,wewillducribeUlemchanismawdbyOCCAMO 
confum tentative gmer&adons. An example of OCCAM kerning with 
md without prior causel dmorks shmdd help to ckrify hew geeemlkation 
ruks and causal dmorks inrmrt to aate explaeamry md tentvw 
generaJizedons. 

Intlating Balloons 
In his example. the initial memory is essmtklly empty. The exempks 

M input es ConceptuaJ dependency ~entations 1291 of the events taLing 
place k Figure I. 

First I_ successfully blowing up P red balloon is added to memory. Next, 
the event which describes L unsuccessfully blowing up a gmee bellrm is 
added to memory and similarities am notked. DIFFERENT -FBATIJR!X is 
an applicabk geimalimion ruule: 

DIFFERRNT-FEAT”RRS 
If two actimu have WereM resebs. and duy me performed on abniiar 
objecrs wirh some digrent fe~wes. assume rk differing features enable 
tk action to produce rk resti. 

Thisgal ersliration ru& pmduceo P question for the expknmion process: 
“Does the state of a bellcon being red aabk the balloon to be b&ted when 
L blows air into it?“. ‘l%is cama be confirmed, but h is saved II e 
tentative generalkatim. Associated with this generalization is the 
explanation which describes dm difference k results es enabled by the color 
of the b&on. 

A green balloon successfully blown up by L. after M. detlated it is edded 
to memory. It cmuadkts the peviously crated teotetive genaalizadon, 
which is removed from dm memory. Next a generalization rule is applies 

PREVIOUS-AClTON 
If ACTION-l akeys precedes ACTION-2 which results in STAT&?. 
eswne ACTION-I resulu in STATE-l which enebles ACTION-2 10 produce 
STATE-2. 

In this ~a.%, ACTION-I is M. deflating the balloon. ACTION-2 is 
L blowing into the bellooe end STAT!52 is that the balloon is ktleted, 
l%e confwtion prccess attempC to verify that daing a balloon results 
in a state dmt enables L to inflete the balloon. However. this fails and a 
new tentative geeeraUzed evem is created which saves the pmtukted 
explanation. Note that if hem existed a proper causal theory, an 
expknetory gmernliration could be created which would save the 
information that STATB-1 is that the balloon is struched. 

Mike is blowing up P red balloon. 
Lynn: “Let me blow it up.” 
Mike lets the eir,om of the ballcon and hands it to Lynn. 
Lynn blows up the red balloon. 

LyrmpkLsupngrrenbpUmnandoiutoinflatcir 
Lyre cannot inflme the green balloon 
Lynn puts down the gmm balloon and looks emund 
Lym: “How come they only gave us one red one? 
Mikez “Why do you wmt a red one?” 
Lynn: “I cm blow up the red oIIcs.” 

Miie picks up a - bellmn end kfktes iL 
Mike LeLn the air out of the green ballcaw hands it to Lynn. 
tdikc “Try this one.” 
Lynn blows up the green balloon. 
Lynn gives Mike M unkflated blue balloon. 
Lynn: “Here, In’s do this one.” 

myre 1: Fvotocol of Lynn (age 4) trying to blow up balloons. 

Economic Sanctions 
OCCAM is pvided with a large emount of background knowledge in its 

newest domain of economic sanctions. In this section, we UIustrete how e 
specific gewrelization nck is useful borh k rhe previous example as well as 
in explaining the effects of economic sanctions. Due to space limitations 
we must ignore the memory issues. We assume the initial memory contins 
the following exempk wmmrked from [131: 

When the following evm* ls added to memory. the gnenliradon process is 
kidaod when P similmiiy is noticed between the new went md a previous 
evene 

Here. PR8VIOIJS-ACITON suggests en explartatior, for the similarities. 
In this we. ACTION-I is identified as the US or Australia refusing to seU a 
product ACTION-2 is identified es USSR or France buying the product 
from antier muney, end STATE-2 is the USSR or Fmnce possessing the 
product. PREVIOUS-AmON postulates chat ACTION-I (refusing to seU 
the poduct) resulted in STAT%I which enabled ACTION-2 (pumhaskg 
Ihe product for mare mmey tiom a different country) to result in STATE-2 
bossssing the pduct). OCC.4hTs causal themis in the economic 

domain identify STA’IE-1 es the willkgncss to pay more money for the 
pmduet. Themfore, CCCAhl consmxts the explanatory genemlkation in 
Figure 2 from these two examples. 

In this gmemlketion country-1 is generalized from the US and AustmIk. 
A purely con&donal ep~mach could find a number of features in commoe 
between these two CounttieS (e.g.. both have a native language of English, 
both have P democratic govemment em.). However, the expknedoe-based 
approach finds rekvam only tit both wumria are suppliers of a 
product-l. SimiLuly. country_3 is genualked riom Argendna and South 
AfriEs but only two of their common feaures are relevant that they supply 
product-1 and that they have a business rektionship with county-2 
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Figure2: Explanatory generalkatkn created by OCCAM to 
apkk one possible outcome of economic sanctkns. This 
generalization kdkates that emmtry-1 refusing to sell P 
product to country-2 to achieve goal-1 will fall to achieve 
thll goal if there is P counhy-3 which supplks! the produet 
cad has B business relationship with country-2. 

Confirming Tentative Generalizations 
k mauy respects, tentative generalkatioes are uemed k the same March 

es expknetory gewmlkatioes. Both ten be used to predicr or explain the 
outcomes of other events. For exampk, aftm several exampks of pmmts 
helping their chUdmn aod some suangers nor assisting children OCCAM 
builds P temative genemlkadott which describes dm fact that parents have 
the goal of preserving the health of dmir children. nlis temative 
gmeralizetion is used as a causal theory m explain why a p-t pays the 
ransom in *kidnapping. 

However, es stated earlkz tentative getmralketions we wated differently 
when new evidence contrpdicts the gmenlinrions. When P tentative 
gmuaUzadon is m it bcmmes an expkrrdmry genaalizltion. 
lhere are P number of smetegia which are useful k canfing 1 Ccntad~e 
gmera.liz*tion. 

~Increase eoaliience with new exampIeS. When new eXzUripleS 
caform to the prediction mede by P genemlketkn, the confidence k 
the gmeralketion is kcreesed. When the cadideece exceeds a 
threshold, dm gmerelixaticm is confumed. ‘lids sWo%y wP) the 
mxhanism utilized by IPP 1181. 

l Increase confidence when P tentative generalkatioo k used as an 
expkuntkn for another generalIzatio”. Whee the explanation 
stored with e teetative genmeliration is confirms a postukted causal 
rekticahip the confidence k the wntative generalization is increased 
For exampk. when OCCAM uses the tentative gmeralizwion that 
parents have e goal of preserving tie health of their children to explain 
why the parent pays dte ransom in kidnapping. ti contii in the 
tentative geeeralkatiou is hared. 

l Seereh for competing hypotheses. If no competing hypodwdis can 
be found to explain the reg”kritks in Ihe data, the umtii of the 
gennalirafion is increesed. In OCCAM seachkg far competing 
hypadteses cc&se of trying odmr geeemUlation mks. If w other 
generalizedon ruks are applicable. the UnfuLnee in dm tenmtiw 
gaeralizedon is kcreared. 

The above stmtegks ell kerease the confidence k * temetive 
generelkation. We have expaimemed with different vehms far the 
illcmmmt of confidmce and the threshold More MearCh needs to be done 
i” this area to determine reemnabk values for these pemmeta. There is 
some evidence [26] thet these pemnmers are not canstan(s but a function of 
the vividness of the new kformation. The following sbategia can confm 
*tentative gemrelizatio” with just one additioual example: 

*Specify ktermedmte statea or goals. Typically, a temmive 
genualixetion has intermedkte stems OT goals which are not identitied. 
For example, the tentative genereliietion dueribing which balloons 

cmnlurnoncauldbeccaim&. Simikdy,cdd~anr 
&aifkd as P tentative case for the spew Shuttle ZcidmL 
Idmtifykg a perdadar mmpatmt whose pc&rmawbaffectiby 
coldwutherar,dwhaefaikmwouldacccemtfortheeecidmtwould 
ccatiithecausr 

Fmally, we have idemifkd but not yet implemented mother sUategy to 
ccmtii tmtetive genemlkadous: 

.A& *n authority. Many childml are c‘mstamly as!sblg fee 
expkwions. llmre are two typa of questions aska veritication 
(e.g., “Does X case Y7”) which arrespcnds to eontirming a tentative 
getw&atkn in OCCAM aad generation (e.g., Why X7”) which 
caresponds to generating and cc&rming en explanatioe. 

Future Directions 

Cun-entiy, OCCAh4 is s passive bzaming pmqam which kams as it adds 
m?wobservationstoitsmemny. WeamktheprcussofmakkgOCCAM 
pkysmoreacti~rokinthekamkgpmcess. Thutmenwnbercd~~s 
thatOCCAhfcn ieitktivez 

l Ask Questbms. As dlscusszd previously. P tentative gcncnliration 
may be confii by asking a authority (e.g., e pant). However. the 
explanation provided by the wthaity may rrp~n the cause of M event 
without UI~tratkg rhe jusrifiakm used by the authority to attribute 
causality. Recall that in expkaation-based kankg the pmcatditionr 
ofthekf-lUl~“&todaduceCe”Sslralnfiomrhipademmine 
whet featum are rekverd (is, should be kchnied in a genaalimtion). 
When the expknetion is provided by enother person it may rmt include. 
these pmwnditio~. We intend to make “se of simiIadtka end 
diffemnas betwest examples to induce dme ~tiora 

*Suggest Experimma. RealI that one mchnirm to contii a 
tentative generaliaion is to sepch for other apkwious. If there em 
twa (01 nmre) possible expIawiom. thy may make differmt 
predkdcms. we pkn to extend OCCAM m suggat an a&Dent 
whkh would distinguish between the cmnpetkg expkeations (81. 

Conclusion 

OCCAMis*pmgnmwhichintegmuwosmucesofinfomwionu, 
build genealketions desaibkg the causes cu motivatious of events. The 
de&e oft YZAM was tiuencui by P numbs of studks which indicate 
ti prior causal thcu*r are mm infiuential dtan correlaional information 
in emibutkg causality. The combination of upl.mation-based and 
cormktional kerning te&iq”es used by OCCAM improves on previous 
kamkg prcgmms k the follow MMQS: 

l Purely correktiorul leaning pmgrams such 8( IPP 1181 require s large 
number of exampks to detemdee whkh simikritks among the 
exampkd are relevant and which are CoineiduanL In contrast 
pCC+ builds upknwory genemIiz.ations whkh describe novel 
mtactmm enmeg its causal theorla. These causal themie~ indkme 
tiat feetures M mkvatlt. 

. Rxplanation-baaed 1-g po%rmu such as GBNBSIS [U] must 
have a compkte causal thmry to gwrelke. In cotmast OCCAM’s 
gmerelizatioe ruks enable dm kaming of causal theories. In aiditiort, 
kg ewnliration rola serve to focus the explanation prccess. 

l Uh’IMBM (201 integrates cm&tiorud and expkuatioe-based kamkg 
byueiegastmtegywhichpmferswrmktiorulinfamationtoprior 
causal thcaia: expkwion-based leamkg to ruka out cok~idateI 
similaritie in ccaektional gaerrdkntiaw. Bmpirkel evidence 
baicac%tbatkpeopk.thecausaltheorkearepmfaredto 
curektional kfommtlaa One reason for this biar is that comekdeg 
features over e numbu of example may exceed the limitetioe~ of P 
penott’s memory. Due co dm Umiwiom of computer MIMIC, 
UNIMBM does not Fuform wrmkdo” for COmbk&uiorm of features. 
Therefow it caumt kam dw a eonjunction of featma results in an 
outcome. Ill conuast OCW\M’s kerekg strategy n.u”ralIy disumn 
when a conjunction of featums mulls k ee outcome. ‘Ihis - 
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when it forms an explanatory gmemIismiou by mcordi”g die 
interecdoe behveerr two or more kferetme rules. If the pmconditioes 
of these inference rules rely on dIfferem feemres of die ssme entity, 
then the conjenctim of these femm is rekvaa 

In the gmeralkedoe themy impkmeukd k OCCAM, prior causal 
theories sre used to infer ceusslity. Gmemlkxtioes me built to record novel 
chains of inference. Cotreln~~wl inform&on has a role similisr to 
tempersI kfwmetimi: to svggest cu w”Urm csussl dwrks. 
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